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When the 10-member Association of Southeast Asian Nations holds a special summit Saturday to discuss Myanmar, the regional body will be under as much scrutiny as the general who led
aid dependence in cambodia how
I think it's unbelievably expensive, unnecessarily provocative, and also in the modern era of warfare, pretty much impossible,” said Rep. Adam Smith,

southeast asian summit to address myanmar’s post-coup crisis
A contribution to Reflections On Mayday 2000. We do agree with all of this text (notably its "anti-imperialist" support for nationalist struggles) but reproduce it for reference.

seeking serenity: a new american influence strategy for southeast asia and beyond
The pandemic has been tough. But that’s not the full story. Canadians' generosity has been declining for the past 15 years. 2020 was going to be a year of celebration for Vancouver-based Ratanak

reflections on may day - eleno
Southeast Asian leaders demanded an immediate end to killings and the release of political detainees in Myanmar in an emergency summit Saturday with its top general and

daphne bramham: help needed for charities to get through the pandemic
What seems to be at play here was the embarrassment of being rich (while posing as poor) and, even more problematic, the well-off getting a free education in the name of the poor. The Minister’s

asean leaders tell myanmar coup general to end killings
Adan Palermo, then a 19-year-old artist, was living with his family in the Brooklyn neighborhood of Sunset Park when Hurricane Sandy pummeled the Caribbean islands, leaving many in Jamaica, Haiti,

the universities: why free for all doesn't make sense
Many fear that such gambits are only a taste of what is to come as China goes to greater lengths to use its economic influence to bully other countries. Much of the consternation focuses on the Belt

a just transition doesn’t have to be top-down. this brooklyn neighborhood is proof
Though the number of new daily cases in India is lower than record highs, today’s figure was still over 360,000. Reuters reports on Eli Lilly’s efforts to boost local access to its

how not to win allies and influence geopolitics
Asean says consensus with junta was ‘beyond expectations’, but there is no timeline or explicit commitment to stop violence
‘will the killings stop?’ demands for asean to ensure myanmar honours pledge to end violence
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